
 
Advent 2020 

 
Dearly beloved,  
 
For millennia, people have brought evergreen boughs into their homes in winter as symbols of life 
and with the hope it will bring them good luck, and good health. For Christians, it was easy to see 
the everlasting – evergreen - love of God and Jesus in evergreens they brought into their homes at 
Christmas whether it was as boughs, trees, garlands or wreaths.    
 
The tradition of what we would recognize as an Advent wreath was the idea of a beleaguered 
Lutheran pastor and teacher in Germany by the name of Johann Wichern. In the days before 
Christmas, his students would ask him every day if it was Christmas yet. As a way to help them 
understand when Christmas would arrive, and to help them wait, he built a huge wooden ring 
topped with candles and evergreens; 20 candles for each of the weekdays left and 4 for the 
Sundays. It was huge. Though the Advent wreath was created for children, and his sanity, the 
pastor thought through what he wished it to symbolize: A circle to remember God’s infinite love, 
evergreens to represent eternal life brought by Jesus Christ and candles which are God as the light 
of the world coming to earth as Jesus. It was a deceptively simple idea that became a beloved 
institution throughout the world and in most church denominations within a hundred years.   
 
Naturally, over time the Advent wreath took on new forms as well as developed new meanings. For 
most US denominations, there are four candles: three blue and a rose or maybe three purple and a 
pink. Violet is traditional color of penitential seasons – which Advent is understood to be – and 
pink or rose is used for the Third Sunday of Advent, also known as Gaudete Sunday (Latin for 
“rejoice”), because we take a pause in pause in the penitential spirit of Advent. But often blue is 
used instead of purple in Advent because though it is a season of repentance, it is also full of hope. 
Advent does not have the solemness of Lent, thus its color should not be purple. But not every 
church can afford multiple vestments, so, purple it is. Sometimes the candles may also symbolize 
hope (week one), peace (week two), joy (week three) and love (week four).  
 
On the first Sunday in Advent, November 29, if you can wait, we will put our Advent wreaths 
together – together. On Zoom. And do the first short service together too, if you wish. The Zoom 
link will be sent to you soon in an eblast with a reminder and any other information you might 
need. 
 
May this Advent season be a blessing to you. 
 
--Immanuel’s Clergy   
 






